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AnnaBis Product Line 
(clockwise l-r) 

Chelsea Cross-body • Melissa Multicase • Whoopee Vape Case

Our collections are limited to fewer than 200 pieces of each color. 
Then the editions are retired forever. 

That’s how we keep your style uniquely yours. 
A certificate stating how authentic you are is included with purchase. 

Chelsea Cross-body
The mini drawstring bucket bag … with an aroma-locking secret.

Cuter and smaller than the average bucket bag, Chelsea is sleek in her Italian leather jacket and 
silky-smooth, purple jacquard lining which is part of her custom aroma-controlling interior.  The drawstring 
keeps a tight, elegant profile— six pockets inside for mints, eye drops, etc. FYI: The easy-access, external 
phone pocket is a convenience breakthrough.   But Chelsea has a naughty secret: an invisible flap near her 
bottom hides a separate, airtight zippered compartment for grinders, vapes, pipes, and… you’ll run out of 
things before you run out of room.  We even include a spot for your medical card and a little tray to stage 
the rituals of the theater of your life. You’re going to love the journey. 100% Nosy Aunt and Curious 

Child-resistant. Certified sexy for every season.
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Melissa Multicase
The classy cosmetics case that doesn’t tell or smell

Perfect for stepping outside and striding back in with pride.  Handy little Melissa is stylish, compact and 
with enough interior pockets to give you plenty of options about how to organize your life.

 
Open up Melissa, run your hands over the smooth Italian leather and silky purple-Jacquard. Peek in and 
see two zippered aroma-controlled compartments for ‘The stuff’.  It ’s two aroma-controlling compart-
ments in an aroma-controlling shell! There are also open pockets that keep everything for your après 
ritual—hand cream, mints, perfume, chapsticks, and…you know. Never again will rolling papers come 

accidentally spilling out of your pocket book!

How well does the Melissa contain strong scents? Our official tester said: 

“I threw a half-smoked spliff and stinky pipe—the smelliest things in the world— in the aroma-control 
pocket, and not one person in that conference room knew a thing…”

Timeless design that transcends trends. 

Whoopee Vape Case
The sleek, aroma-locking vape or pipe case that fits anywhere—grab it and go!

Like all AnnaBís products, Whoopee is crafted from fine leather, airtight zippers, and our custom lining 
with all sorts of nips and tucks to keep that special aroma inside, where it belongs. 

She’s compact enough to fit anywhere, but is dressed up in our scent-controlling technology for maximum 
discretion. She can hold a stash, a pipe, a vape, rolling papers, a well-sized dugout (that thing that holds 

dry herb for a one-hitter), and edibles. Or a pickled herring, you could put that in there, too. Stylish, 
quality fabrication makes this gal effortlessly cool. She goes day to night and back again, yes she does. 


